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SUMMARY
We here demonstrate that microsatellite (MS) alterations are elevated in both mouse and human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs),

but importantly we have now identified a type of human iPSC in which these alterations are considerably reduced.We aimed in our pre-

sent analyses to profile the InDels in iPSC/ntESC genomes, especially inMS regions. To detect somatic de novomutations in particular, we

generated 13 independent reprogramed stem cell lines (11 iPSC and 2 ntESC lines) from an identical parent somatic cell fraction of a

C57BL/6 mouse. By using this cell set with an identical genetic background, we could comprehensively detect clone-specific alterations

and, importantly, experimentally validate them. The effectiveness of employing sister clones for detecting somatic de novomutations was

thereby demonstrated. We then successfully applied this approach to human iPSCs. Our results require further careful genomic analysis

but make an important inroad into solving the issue of genome abnormalities in iPSCs.
INTRODUCTION

Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) hold great promise

for regenerative medicine (Takahashi and Yamanaka,

2006). However, the genetic aberrations observed in these

cells remain a major impediment to their medical applica-

tion due to possible immunogenic and/or tumorigenic

effects (Araki et al., 2013; Gore et al., 2011; Liang and

Zhang, 2013). Thus far, a significant number of point mu-

tations have been revealed in iPSC genomes via genome-

wide analyses of these stem cells (Bhutani et al., 2016;

Cheng et al., 2012; Gore et al., 2011; Ji et al., 2012; Rouhani

et al., 2016; Sugiura et al., 2014; Young et al., 2012).

Notably, however, the overall picture of structural variants,

such as insertions/deletions (InDels) and translocations in

iPSC genomes still remains elusive, despite the magnitude

of their biological impacts.

In previous studies of the coding regions, i.e., exons in

human iPSC lines, several InDels at one to two locations

in these regions were described (Cheng et al., 2012;Mandai

et al., 2017). On the other hand, Young et al. (2012) noted

the technical limitations of comprehensive InDel detec-

tion through their three genome-wide experiments.

Because these authors observed too many false positives

in two out of the three experiments, they did not conduct

validation after the calling of several hundred InDel candi-

dates through their informatics analyses. In the remaining

one experiment, however, they reported that only 32

InDels among the several hundred candidates called by

the informatics and expressed confidence that they were

not false positives as they were also detectable in the sister
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iPSC clones. Those results indicated that almost all of the

signals called by the InDel detection system were false pos-

itives and that the small population in the candidates that

were considered to be true signals were pre-existing andnot

de novo. Notably, a more recent informatics study utilizing

whole-genome sequencing (WGS) suggested that substan-

tial numbers of InDel candidates were present in human

iPSC genomes, 100–300 sites per genome, although valida-

tion tests were not performed (Bhutani et al., 2016).

In our current study, we attempted to clarify the somatic

de novo InDel profile in reprogrammed PSCs. To obtain pre-

cise and comprehensive data in this regard, we employed

an inbred mouse strain and, most importantly, created an

‘‘ideal’’ set of cells including more than 10 sister clones

generated from the same MEFs. In addition, we refined

our informatics approaches to this InDel analysis. We

demonstrate that we can now detect InDels (from short

to middle InDels) with few false positives not only in

non-repetitive regions but also in the short tandem repeat

(STR) regions known as microsatellites (MSs).
RESULTS

A newly constructed system for detecting de novo

InDels with few false positives

Because of the limited accuracy of current InDel detection

methods, the status of these aberrations in reprogrammed

stem cells has remained elusive to date. Indeed, in our pre-

vious study on human iPSCs, a substantial number of false-

positive InDel signals were observed and only 6.6% of the
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Figure 1. InDels in iPSCs, ntESCs, and ESCs
(A) InDels arise frequently in reprogrammed PSCs. Upper: cells used for the mouse InDel analysis. A mouse inbred strain and sister iPSC and
ntESC lines generated from single embryo-derived MEFs were used in this study. Middle: the definitive number of each type of InDels was
determined after manual inspection. ‘‘Replacement’’ denotes an event where one or more bases have been replaced and where the identified
allele has a length different from the reference, e.g., ‘‘TTT’’ to ‘‘GG’’. MNV (multiple nucleotide variant) indicates that the reference
and alternate sequences are of the same length and have to be greater than 1 and that all nucleotides in the sequences differ from
one another, e.g., ‘‘GC’’ to ‘‘TA’’ (http://resources.qiagenbioinformatics.com/manuals/clcgenomicsworkbench/700/Variant_types.html,
https://m.ensembl.org/info/genome/variation/prediction/classification.html). Lower: statistically significant differences found in the
number of InDels between reprogrammed and non-reprogrammed PSCs. The Mann-Whitney U test was employed for this statistical analysis.

(legend continued on next page)
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candidates turned out to be true signals (Araki et al., 2020).

We therefore here attempted to establish a reliable genome-

wide somatic de novo InDel investigation system for

analyzing reprogrammed PSCs, such as iPSCs and nu-

clear-transferred (nt) embryonic stem cells (ESCs). To this

end, we focused on informatics and the materials to be

analyzed, i.e., the target and control cells.

To first optimize the informatics processes for WGS data

we designed 179 kinds ofmodel InDels, i.e., from1 to 70 bp

insertions or deletions at 179 genome regions and obtained

4,468 model reads in total using BAMSurgeon software

(Ewing et al., 2015) (Figure S1A; Data S1). In addition, we

employed eight sister iPSC clones, R-4F-iPSCs, generated

from a single embryo of an inbred mouse strain, C57BL/

6, to remove pre-existing aberrations more efficiently

(Figure 1A).

Using these experimental materials, which were ideally

suited for the informatics analysis of WGS data due to their

identical genetic backgrounds,wecouldoptimize each infor-

matics step, as denoted by the red characters in Figure S1B.

Two types of algorithms were employed, one for short and

one for medium InDel detection.We could thereby success-

fully identify InDels with high fidelity and high coverage

(97.2%). The efficacy of each step is shown in Figure S1C.

In brief, we designed model InDel reads based on some of

the WGS reads of the MEF5 (mouse embryonic fibroblast 5)

cells that had been used for iPSC/ntESC generation

and mixed them back into the remaining large pool

of WGS reads for these cells in silico (referred to as

‘‘MEF5+mInDels’’) for subsequent informatics analysis. We

conducted a direct comparison between MEF5+mInDels

and MEF5 itself also, and then detected only model InDels

with high coverage, 97.2%, and extremely high fidelity (Fig-

ure S1C). On the other hand, five false negatives (179

[input] – 174 [called]) appeared, comprising one deletion

and four insertions. The 60 bp deletion in this group can

be explained by the fact that it was filtered out at step 5

because the read depth exceeded ‘‘100’’. In the case of the

four insertions, a 60 bp and a 70 bp insertion were also

filtered out at step 5 because the number of variant reads

were less than the cutoff value of 10, and the remaining

two, both 70 bp, could not be called because of the absence

of reads that could cover the breakpoints and the entire re-

gionsof the insertions.As the lengthof the inserted sequence

becomes longer, the number of mappable reads gradually
(B) Validation assessments by restriction enzyme digestion or amplico
enzyme or by length determination are shown. Eight sister clones we
(C) A representative case validated by Sanger sequencing. The sequen
seven sister clones and parental MEFs) are shown.
(D) Summary of the validation tests. PCR tests indicate validation by
electrophoresis, respectively. In the Sanger sequencing, InDels were
See also Figures S1 and S2, Tables S1 and S2, Data S2 and S3.
decreases, resulting in a decreased detection sensitivity

(Figure S1D).

Accordingly, our pilot analysis using model InDels

demonstrated that our mouse analyzing system enables

us to identify these aberrations with high accuracy and

coverage over the 1–70 bp range (Figure S1D).

Considerable numbers of InDels are present in mouse

reprogrammed PSCs

Using our new detection approach, we analyzed 13 reprog-

rammed PSC lines, iPSCs/ntESCs, and an ESC control. We

examined eight iPSCs generated by four factors, Oct4,

Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc (4F-iPSCs), which were utilized for

the abovementioned informatics optimization, three iPSCs

generated with only three factors without c-Myc, two

ntESCs, and three ESC lines (Table S1). More importantly,

to obtain conclusive results on the InDel profile in reprog-

rammed PSCs, we employed an inbred mouse strain

instead of human cells and analyzed a set of sister clones,

all of which were established from identical single em-

bryo-derived MEFs (Figure 1A, upper) (Araki et al., 2020).

As anticipated, our analysis showed a high fidelity, as

87.6% of our candidates were indicated to be true by

manual inspection, and we detected a considerable num-

ber of InDels in reprogrammed PSC lines compared with

ESCs (Figure 1A, middle and lower; Data S2).

Experimental validation of the InDel candidates

called by the informatics

Although our pilot experiments employing model WGS

reads demonstrated the high fidelity of our method, we

also conducted a validation test of our InDel candidates

because we still speculated whether the InDels detected

by our actual analysis of iPSCs and ntESCs were true results.

We randomly chose 56 of our InDel candidates for this

evaluation for which conclusive results could be obtained

for 50. We could not successfully design effective PCR

primers for the remaining six candidates. Eight candidates

harbored recognition sites for restriction enzymes within

the corresponding regions of their parent wild alleles. A

non-digested band will therefore be observed for the

mutant allele, resulting in a heterozygous, non-digested,

and digested pattern for each candidate (Figure 1B, upper).

Furthermore, the length of the amplicons could be readily

distinguished between wild and mutant by electrophoresis
n length. Validation of the deletions by digestion with a restriction
re used. M, molecular weight markers; P, parental cells (MEF5).
ces of the mutated clone, R-4F-535, and eight controls (remaining

digestion with a restriction enzyme or by length determination by
verified basically in both the forward and reverse directions.
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for three candidates (Figure 1B, lower). Sanger sequencing

verified the 39 candidates (Figure 1C; Data S3). In all cases,

no InDel was detectable in seven sister clones, in addition

to the control parent somatic fibroblasts (MEF5). Thus,

the InDels identified by our analysis were definitively

clone specific (Figure 1D). Notably also, from ultra-deep

sequencing of the iPSCs inwhich the candidates were iden-

tified, parent cells (MEF5) and ESCs (B6ES2-2), derived pre-

viously from another mouse individual (Sugiura et al.,

2014) for the randomly chosen 23 candidates, strongly sug-

gested that 22 out of the 23 were not pre-existing InDels

(Figure S2A; Table S2).

Our analysis concluded that iPSC and ntESC genomes

harbor a significant number of InDels at a much higher fre-

quency than ESCs. Deletions thus occur often in reprog-

rammed PSCs. In addition, considerable numbers of

‘‘replacement’’ and/or ‘‘MNVs’’ were also observed in

most lines (Figure 1A, middle). The distribution of the

InDels is shown in Figure S2B. InDel length histograms

are also shown in Figure S2C.

Intriguingly, several InDels were found within coding re-

gions: five in 4F-iPSCs, one in 3F-iPSCs, and one in ntESCs

(Figure S2D). Furthermore, three InDels were detected in

UTRs. Four out of the seven InDels identified in coding re-

gions caused a frameshift that resulted in a truncated prod-

uct, and the remaining three InDels caused missense

amino acid substitutions (Figure S2E). Notably, all of these

seven InDels were experimentally verified by Sanger se-

quencings (Data S3). Our present results thus suggested

that the frequency of InDels in coding regions including

UTRs is less than one per line for mouse reprogrammed

PSCs. In addition, it is noteworthy that possible tumori-

genic implications have been discussed previously for the

Znrf3 and Smug1 genes (Assie et al., 2014; Kemmerich

et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013). Smug1in particular encodes

a DNA glycosylase and is a DNA repair gene. Its loss of

expression has been reported to cause phenotypic abnor-
Figure 2. Microsatellite alterations in mouse iPSCs/ntESCs
(A) Identification of the InDels in tandem repeat regions. Candidates f
at step 6 in the screening of InDels in non-repetitive regions shown in
which was detected in iPSC clone R-4F-17, chr6_ 26,444,460.
(B) Statistically significant differences in the number of MS alteration
stem cells. The estimated numbers of MS alterations were based on t
gation system in this study. The true rates are shown in Figure S3A. Th
(C) Results of quantitative amplicon sequencing. Parent somatic MEF5
seven sister clones of the iPSC line were also used as negative control
bars indicate wild MSs. The red bar indicates clear clone-specific phe
bar) appeared identical among the negative controls including the s
sequencing is indicated at the top left of each graph (k = 1,000 rea
shown. All of the remaining results are shown in Data S4.
(D) Summary of the validation testing. We designed PCR primers for 54
analyzable. The presence of all of these 29 candidates was clearly co
See also Figures S3 and S5, Table S1 and Data S2, S3, and S4.
malities (Abdel-Fatah et al., 2013), suggesting that a hetero-

zygous loss of this gene could affect genomic stability.

MS alterations caused by InDels in mouse iPSCs and

ntESCs

There has been no effective way to comprehensively

analyze InDels that have arisen in STR regions due to limi-

tations in precise mapping/alignment of WGS reads over

the reference genome sequence. However, with the im-

provements in InDel detection procedures we observed in

reprogrammed PSCs that many occur in STR regions

known as MSs, although these were beyond the scope of

our first InDel detection analysis. We thus sought to

develop a method of analyzing such MS alterations.

A representative InDel identified by our system to occur

in STR sequences is a ‘‘TATA’’ sequence inserted into only

one allele, resulting in a heterozygous ‘‘TA’’ 3 7/’’TA’’ 3 8

(Figure 2A). Our informatics identified a considerable num-

ber of InDel candidates in STR regions in iPSC/ntESC ge-

nomes and we evaluated these via manual inspection,

which has strong experimental reliability, as mentioned

below. To achieve a robust validation, we randomly picked

approximately 25%of such candidates from every chromo-

some for all cell lines. We finally evaluated 1,131 MS alter-

ation candidates (26.9% of the total) and calculated the

true rate for each cell clone (Figure S3A). We successfully

estimated the frequency of MS alterations in the entire

genome based on these true rate values. In conclusion,

MS alterations are sharply elevated in reprogrammed

PSCs, iPSCs, and ntESCs, compared with ESCs (Figure 2B).

Experimental validation ofMS alterations through the

amplicon sequencing of sister clones enables clone-

specific alterations to be distinguished from

background signals

For MS alteration analysis in particular, validation of the

candidates called by our informatics using additional wet
or microsatellite (MS) alterations were obtained from those removed
Figure S1B. A representative instance of MS alteration is also shown,

s between reprogrammed and non-reprogrammed pluripotent mouse
he number of candidates detected by the newly developed investi-
e Mann-Whitney U test was employed for these statistical analyses.
cells and B6ES2-2 cells were used as negative controls. In addition,
s for each candidate. Red bars indicate altered MS regions and blue
nomena, and it was notable also that the background signals (gray
ister clones. The total number of the reads obtained by amplicon
ds, e.g., 621k means 621,000 reads). Representative examples are

candidate InDels at MS regions for the validation, but only 29 were
nfirmed by amplicon sequencing.
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Figure 3. MS alterations in human iPSCs
(A) Schematic depiction of the sister clones used in the analysis. R, retrovirus system; HDF, human dermal fibroblasts; SeV, Sendai virus
system; BJ, human BJ cells; CB, cord blood; epi, episomal vector system. *Although we conducted MS alteration analysis on three iPSC lines
generated using the Sendai virus system, we could obtain InDel data from only two of them as the remaining line was strongly suggested to
have arisen from a fusion of two iPSC clones. This third line was still useful as a control for any false signals called in the other two lines.

(legend continued on next page)
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experimental systems is essential because a significant

number of false positives are frequently observed. Further-

more, it must be noted that similar alterations also readily

and frequently occur in STR regions via in vitro DNA poly-

merization during the detection process. For this reason,

various alterations are detected in negative control cells at

various intensities, which can lead to many true signals be-

ing overlooked. To overcome this particular difficulty in

analyzing repetitive sequence regions, we performed a

quantitative comparison with background signals that

were reproducibly observed in all control cells and sister

clones with the same genetic background, in addition to

using a PCR-free library preparation kit for WGS to mini-

mize this problem associated with DNA polymerization.

In these evaluations, we designed PCR primers for 54

randomly chosen candidates in STR (repeat unit:R 2 bp) re-

gions. In general, not only the design of the unique primers

but also the subsequent PCR amplification on STR

regions are often quite difficult compared with non-repeti-

tive sequence regions. Comprehensive validation testing of

genetic aberrations in repetitive sequencing regions, such

as satellites, minisatellites, and MSs, is thus problematic.

Indeed, only 31 regions out of the 54 candidates could be

amplified, and then only 29 of these 31 could be finally

analyzed because the sequencing reaction did not work

well for the other 2 candidates. To determine whether these

candidates were clone-specific alterations, we employed a

panel of 10 cell types: MEF5 (parent somatic cell fraction),

B6ES2-2 (the gold standardof PSCsgenerated fromunrelated

mouse individuals), and 8 sister iPSC clones including one

sample iPSC line in which alterations were suggested for

each candidate. We thereby successfully observed abnormal

MSs in a clone-specificmanner (red) and,more importantly,

also clearly observed identical background signal patterns

(gray) due to in vitro DNA polymerization in all of the cell

lines except for the mutated clone (Figure 2C; Data S4).

Further, we observed that these background signals are

dependent on the type ofDNApolymerase used; the pattern

of background signals drastically changes depending on the

type of DNA polymerase, although it was identical among

the control MEF5 and ESCs (Figure S3B). As a result, alter-
(B) Statistically significant differences in the MS alterations between
alterations (repeat unit: R 2 bp) and homopolymer alterations are s
candidates and obtained final results (left). Meanwhile, on homopoly
picked, also by manual inspection, and revealed that 164 out of the
number per clone corrected by the positive rate is shown (right). The
(C) Results of quantitative amplicon sequencing. Parent somatic cell
were also used as negative controls for each candidate. The details of t
of the remaining results are shown in Data S4.
(D) Summary of the validation testing. PCR primers could be designed
The presence of all of these 32 candidates was clearly confirmed by a
See also Figures S4–S6, Table S1, Data S3, S4, and S6.
ations called by informatics were confirmed to be true and

clone specificbyamplicon sequencing for all of these 29 can-

didates (Figure 2D).We also conducted Sanger sequencing to

confirm the sequence structure of the InDels for five cases,

which were randomly chosen (Data S3).

In addition, it was statistically shown that none of the

29 candidate MS alterations examined by amplicon

sequencing, without exception, were present in their

parental cells, or were pre-existing (Data S4). We have

thus succeeded in comprehensively identifying somatic

de novo MS alterations for the first time by employing a

set of control cell lines derived from a single embryo of a

mouse inbred strain, which thus had an identical genetic

background, and an improved InDel analysis system.

MS alterations in various types of human iPSCs—A

lower frequency is found in CB erythroblast-derived

integration-free lines

Using HipSTR, we examined 34 human iPSC lines for MS

alterations comprising 14 integration-free iPSC lines

derived from cord blood erythroblasts (CB-epi iPSCs), 5

integration-free iPSCs from dermal fibroblasts (E-HDFa

iPSCs), 3 retrovirus-mediated iPSC lines from dermal fibro-

blasts (R-HDFa iPSCs), 2 Sendai virus-mediated iPSCs from

BJ cells (SeV-BJ iPSCs), and 10 Sendai virus-mediated iPSCs

from skin tissue (HipSci Database iPSCs). Of these, the

former four types of human iPSCs, CB-epi, E-HDFa (Fig-

ure S4), R-HDFa, and SeV-BJ iPSCs were established in our

laboratory and were subjected to WGS (Figure 3A; Table

S1). On the other hand, the remaining 10 cell lines (HipSci

Database iPSCs, https://www.hipsci.org/) were previously

published together with their sister clones on a public data-

base (2 iPSC clones/individual3 5 individuals). These were

examined to confirm the results we obtained for the iPSCs.

We could, however, only conduct experimental validation

on our own in-house iPSCs and not on the HipSci Database

iPSCs. The frequencies of STR alterations (repeat unit: R

2 bp) and homopolymer alterations in these iPSCs are

shown (Figure 3B). There are statistically significant differ-

ences between CB-epi-iPSCs and E-HDFa iPSCs/R-HDFa

iPSCs/HipSci Database iPSCs. Meanwhile, we could not
CB erythroblast-derived and other human iPSCs. Frequency of STR
hown. For STR alterations, we conducted manual inspections on all
mers we evaluated 179 alteration candidates, which were randomly
179 candidates were true (true rate: 91.6%). Therefore, here the
Mann-Whitney U test was employed for the statistical analysis.

line, CB-1, was used. In addition, four sister clones of the iPSC line
hese graphs in terms of the bar colors are equivalent to Figure 2C. All

for 72 candidate InDels at STR regions, but only 32 were analyzable.
mplicon sequencing.
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Figure 4. Length profile of MS alterations
(A) Distribution of MS alterations throughout the genome.
(B) Length profile of the MS alterations (mouse). The results of eight 4F-iPSC lines, two ntESC lines, and three ESC lines are summarized.
(C) Length profile of the MS alterations (human). The results of 14 CB-iPSCs, 8 HDF iPSCs (3 retro-mediated and 5 episomal-mediated), 2 BJ
iPSCs, and 10 fibroblast (HipSci) iPSCs are summarized.
See also Data S2.
draw any statistical conclusions in relation to SeV-BJ iPSCs

due to only having two samples, although therewas a trend

toward a difference in this case.

Experimental validations were conducted on the candi-

dates called by informatics and 32 sites (unit:R 2 bp) could

be amplified from a randomly chosen panel of 134 candi-

dates. Subsequent next-generation sequencing (NGS) of

these amplicons for the sample iPSC clone and negative

controls, including sister clones and parent cells, clearly

showed all of them to be true and non-preexisting in their

parent cells (Figures 3C and 3D; Data S4).

Frequently altered MS regions containing more than

one type of InDel

A number of MS alterations were observed in iPSCs and

ntESCs compared with ESCs, but little or no genome-
2510 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 2503–2519 j October 12, 2021
wide regional bias was observed (Figure 4A). We thus as-

sessed the profile of the alterations, which were verified

by manual inspection. A maximum of 9 di-nucleotide re-

peats were deleted (18 bp) and 4 di-nucleotide sequence

insertions (8 bp) were observed in mouse iPSCs (Figure 4B).

We detected 11 di-nucleotide repeat deletions (22 bp) and 6

di-nucleotide repeat insertions (12 bp) in human iPSCs

(Figure 4C). In ntESCs, a maximum deletion of 2 di-nucle-

otide repeats and insertion of 3 di-nucleotide repeats

were observed. Notably, both insertions and deletions

frequently occurred in mouse iPSCs, but insertions pre-

dominantly occurred in ntESCs in which deletions were

not so remarkable. In contrast, deletions were also not

very remarkable inmost of the human iPSC lines we tested.

An important observation was that more than one InDel

mutation pattern, i.e., frequent alteration, were detected



for 18 MSs in MEF5-derived 10 iPSC/ntESCs (Table 1).

Intriguingly, two different types of alterations were

observed in an identical MS region among sister lines.

These results suggested the existence of alteration-prone

MS regions, i.e., hotspots. To further investigate this, we

also analyzed ntESCs established from the tail tip fibro-

blasts (TTFs) of independent individual mice (Araki et al.,

2017) and successfully identified different alterations in

six STR regions in which MS alterations were identified in

iPSCs (Data S5A). Thus, we also detected different alter-

ations in an identical STR region among reprogrammed

PSCs derived from a different type of parent somatic cells

prepared from independent individual mice. Furthermore,

also in human iPSCs, 13 sites of STR (Table 2) and 113 sites

of homopolymer were identified as alteration-prone re-

gions (Table 3; Data S5B).
DISCUSSION

MS alteration analyses can be broadly divided into two

types of approaches, one which focuses on the differences

among individuals, and the other that relates specifically to

somatic de novo alterations, such as those associated with

tumorigenesis. Identifying the latter type was the aim of

this study, i.e., genome reprogramming-associated de novo

InDels. Such InDels contained in iPSCs/ntESCs are clone

specific, even if they are generated from cells derived

from an identical individual. Although MS alterations in

human iPSCs have been investigated previously, the focus

has been on the differences among individuals (Jakubosky

et al., 2020). The MS alterations observed in every cell line

derived from the same individual in that study were

defined as positive, even though they were pre-existing.

Conversely, we here focused on iPSC clone-specific, so-

matic de novo alterations.

InDel detection software is currently available formost of

the systems developed for NGS, but typically produce a

substantial number of false-positive signals. Conventional

informatics, especially for human genomes, frequently

overlook InDels due to limitations in the accuracy of align-

ing read sequences on the reference genome. Kloosterman

et al. (2015) convincingly demonstrated a 60% false-posi-

tive rate in their extensive validation test sequencing of

over 1,000 InDel candidates. In addition, the detection of

somatic de novo InDels, which is required for the InDel

analysis of iPSCs/ntESCs, is more complex. Hence, not

only subsequent manual inspection but also experimental

validation assessing tests are urgently required to deter-

mine the true positives. However, InDels in iPSCs have

been yet discussed without these extensive investigations,

such as comprehensive and experimental validation tests.

To overcome these difficulties and accurately depict the In-
Dels in iPSCs/ntESCs, we employed an inbredmouse strain

and examined substantial numbers of sister cell lines of a

sample cell line, all of which were generated from an iden-

tical MEF fraction prepared from a single embryo, enabling

us to achieve a highly accurate alignment of WGS read se-

quenceswith the reference genome, and efficiently exclude

false-positive signals. Namely, we conducted InDel analysis

and subsequent validation tests using an ideal combina-

tion of mouse C57BL/6 cell lines and various negative con-

trol cells with an identical genetic background. As a result,

we obtained robust and conclusive results for the occur-

rence of InDel aberrations in non-repetitive regions of

iPSC/ntESC genomes.

Here, we found seven InDels within coding regions, three

of which were in cancer-related genes, including the

Smug1 gene. The deletion in Smug1 is worth highlighting,

because this gene encodes a DNA repair enzyme, the inac-

tivation ofwhich can cause genome instability, and the low

expression of which has been reported to cause cancer (Ab-

del-Fatah et al., 2013). Hence, losses causing a phenotypic

deficiency must be carefully investigated, because hetero-

zygous effects have been recently reported for some genes.

On the other hand, however, our current results suggest an

InDel frequency of less than one per cell line, indicating

that it will likely be feasible to isolate coding region

InDel-free iPSC/ntESC lines.

The analysis of STR regions is very tricky despite their bio-

logical significance. It is practically unfeasible to perform

comprehensive analysis of this nature in human genomes

because STR regions often have considerable sequence var-

iations between alleles and between individuals, so as to be

used as polymorphicmarkers. In human cells therefore, the

reference genome and germline sequences do not match

and are often heterozygous. Hence, it is thought that

misalignment is likely to occur very frequently. In addition,

the error rate of the DNA polymerase used in the

sequencing process when analyzing MSs is markedly

higher than in other non-repetitive regions. Both false pos-

itives and false negatives also occur frequently during the

identification of InDels withinMSs, because identical alter-

ations often appear in negative control genomes also. Tan-

dem repeat regions have thus been typically excluded

when conducting conventional InDel analysis. In our cur-

rent study, however, by employing an inbred strain mice

(C57BL/6) and a number of sister iPSC lines, and through

our refinement of the informatics processes withmodel In-

Del reads, we have largely overcome these difficulties. A

considerable level of false positives are still obtained, and

this necessitates a subsequent extensivemanual inspection

step. In laboratory mice, however, the genomic regions

that match the reference genome are significantly larger

than those in humans and, in principle, few heterozygous

alleles would be expected in an inbred strain.
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Table 1. Short tandem repeat regions, in which alterations occurred in multiple mouse iPSC/ntESC clones

Chromosome_position Region
Parenta

wild/wild Mutant clonea wild/mutantb D

NGS data

Mutant
reads

Read
depth Frequency (%)

chr1_31764385 intergenic (AG)28/28 R-4F-535 (AG)28/29 +1 10 28 35.7

R-3F-70 (AG)28/27 �1 11 40 27.5

chr1_83786319 intergenic (AT)17/17 R-3F-70 (AT)17/18 +1 14 43 32.6

R-3F-53 (AT)17/14 �3 16 42 38.1

chr1_102192243 intron (TC)26/26 R-4F-536 (TC)26/27 +1 11 33 33.3

R-4F-596 (TC)26/25 �1 10 35 28.6

chr1_178540376 intergenic (TA)19/19 R-4F-17 (TA)19/20 +1 10 29 34.5

R-3F-60 (TA)19/18 �1 18 44 40.9

chr3_145337695 intergenic (CA)18/18 R-4F-17 (CA)18/19 +1 14 50 28.0

R-4F-536 (CA)18/17 �1 15 37 40.5

chr4_93696075 intergenic (AT)17/17 R-4F-535 (AT)17/18 +1 26 52 50.0

R-4F-594 (AT)17/16 �1 13 31 41.9

chr4_111930759 intron (GT)21/21 e8M5-ntES-2 (GT)21/23 +2 13 33 39.4

R-4F-539 (GT)21/20 �1 12 27 44.4

chr5_9557538 intron (TG)22/22 e8M5-ntES-2 (TG)22/21 �1 12 34 35.3

R-4F-536 (TG)22/20 �2 14 42 33.3

chr5_111380751 intron (AT)20/20 R-4F-596 (AT)20/22 +2 11 34 32.4

R-4F-594 (AT)20/19 �1 11 39 28.2

chr6_43702707 intergenic (TA)15/15 R-4F-539 (TA)15/16 +1 12 37 32.4

R-3F-53 (TA)15/14 �1 16 44 36.4

chr8_130621418 intergenic (CA)20/20 R-3F-60 (CA)20/21 +1 11 49 22.4

R-4F-596 (CA)20/17 �3 16 43 37.2

chr9_112229669 intron (TA)20/20 R-4F-541 (TA)20/21 +1 19 32 59.4

R-4F-13 (TA)20/19 �1 11 40 27.5

chr11_82854381 intergenic (ATCT)12/12 R-4F-536 (ATCT)12/11 �1 12 50 24.0

R-4F-539 (ATCT)12/10 �2 15 65 23.1

chr13_64860070 intron (AC)24/24 R-4F-13 (AC)24/25 +1 16 44 36.4

R-4F-596 (AC)24/23 �1 10 40 25.0

chr14_6291411 intron (AC)24/24 R-4F-13 (AC)24/25 +1 10 34 29.4

R-4F-536 (AC)24/21 �3 24 37 64.9

chr15_61099178 intergenic (GA)26/26 R-4F-17 (GA)26/24 �2 10 26 38.5

R-3F-53 (GA)26/23 �3 12 51 23.5

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Chromosome_position Region
Parenta

wild/wild Mutant clonea wild/mutantb D

NGS data

Mutant
reads

Read
depth Frequency (%)

chr16_88314677 intergenic (AC)13/13-(AG)19/19 R-4F-539 (AC)13/12-(AG)19/19 �1 14 41 34.1

R-4F-596 (AC)13/13-(AG)19/14 �5 11 24 45.8

chr17_53143305 intergenic (AG)21/21 R-4F-594 (AG)21/22 +1 21 52 40.4

R-3F-70 (AG)21/20 �1 16 47 34.0

See also Data S5A.
a(Repeat unit), number of unit/number of units.
bBold shows mutant MS.
After the success of our current MS alteration analysis us-

ing an inbredmouse system, we conducted similar analysis

also on human iPSCs by combining our newly developed

informatics approach and utilizing sister iPSC clones. Un-

fortunately, however, this analysis was unsuccessful. We

randomly chose 24 InDel candidates that were called

from within STR regions and subsequently performed

manual inspections. All turned out to be false positives,

i.e., no true signals; 2 out of them were the result of mis-

mapping due to long repetitive sequences (more than

80 bp), and the remaining 22 were the result of a misalign-

ment due to polymorphisms among parent cells and sister

iPSC clones. From these results, we considered that the het-

erogeneity of most genetic loci and the presence of vast

amounts of SNPs in humans would impede the genome-

wide analysis of MS abnormalities. Hence, instead of sim-

ply narrowing down the alterations in STR regions in the

genome by informatics using WGS data, we adopted a

large-scale analysis approach focusing on only the STR re-

gions, and not on the entire genome. Information on these

regions, including their flanking regions, has already been

obtained, enabling us to achieve an accurate alignment of

our WGS data with reference sequences. In the analysis,

we utilized an algorithm called ‘‘HipSTR’’ that covers

1,620,030 human STR regions. Although HipSTR has

beenmainly used for investigating MS differences between

individuals (Willems et al., 2017), we clearly demonstrate

in our present analysis that this program can also analyze

somatic de novo MS alterations in human iPSCs by combi-

nation with the use of sister clones.

Importantly, profiling of the MS alterations in iPSCs/

ntESCs revealed preferential STR regions, suggesting the

presence of hotspots. We thus subsequently searched for

hotspots of MS alterations, and successfully identified 18

in the mouse genome and 126 (13 of STR and 113 of ho-

mopolymer regions) in the human genome (Tables 1, 2,

and 3; Data S5). It was further notable that the variations

observed in six hotspot regions were derived from

different parent cells: one came from MEF5 cells and the
other from TTFs, which had been prepared from indepen-

dent mouse individuals (Data S5A). Of particular note,

drastic deletions occurred independently in iPSCs and

ntESCs at chr9_77599501. Although the wild-type allele

shows 23 repeats, only a 17 repeat unit was detected in

an iPSC clone from MEF5, whereas an 18 repeat unit

were observed in the other line, an ntESC clone generated

from TTFs (Data S5A). In human cells, alteration-prone

STR regions were often detected in (AT)-STR regions (8/

13) (Table 2). This was consistent with our finding that

the alterations were detected in only one cell line that ex-

hibited AT preferentiality (Figure S5A). Thus, our study

findings indicate the presence of hotspots of MS alter-

ation, but more careful exploration will be needed to

identify their entire profile.

Biological functions ofMS regions have been discussed in

a number of publications to date. Trinucleotide repeat dis-

orders have beenwell characterized (Di Prospero and Fisch-

beck, 2005) and recently an association of MS regions with

the expression regulation of non-coding transcripts has

also been revealed (Ninomiya and Hirose, 2020). Although

we investigated the loci of trinucleotide repeat disorders,

no alterations were evident (Data S6). In addition, MS alter-

ation regions utilized for tumor diagnoses were not

observed among those observed in our present analyses

(Data S6). This may indicate that the alterations observed

in reprogrammed PSCs are not attributable to a defect of

mismatch repair activities. Finally, because of a limited

sequence read length (150 bp), the detection of alteration

peaks occurred at around 20 repeats of a 2 bp STR unit.

The longer the STR, the more difficult it becomes to accu-

rately determine both ends of its regions, which will cause

alterations to be overlooked in (AT)-STR regions of more

than 20 repeats (Figure S5C). Hence, deep analysis ofMS re-

gions should be mandatory for iPSCs prior to their use

in any medical applications. Information on hotspots

and preferential sequences would also shed light on MS al-

terations in human cells, in which genome-wide investiga-

tions are currently still not feasible.
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Table 2. Short tandem repeat regions, in which alterations occurred in multiple human iPSC clones

Chromosome_
position Region

Parenta

wild/wild Mutant clonea wild/mutantb D

NGS data

Mutant
reads

Read
depth Frequency (%)

chr9_29179157 intron (AT)15/15 CB-epi-2-1-4 (AT)15/16 +1 12 27 44.4

(AT)20/17 CB-epi-2-3-4 (AT)20/18 +1 8 15 53.3

chr12_23285465 intergenic (ATCT)12/14 CB-epi-2-3-1 (ATCT)12/13 �1 6 17 35.3

(ATCT)12/14 CB-epi-2-3-4 (ATCT)12/15 +1 10 21 47.6

chr3_143951213 intergenic (AT)22/24 CB-epi-1-1 (AT)22/26 +2 4 13 30.8

(AT)20/22 E-HDFa-12-3 (AT)20/23 +1 8 15 53.3

chr2_161668575 intergenic (AT)22/20 CB-epi-2-2-4 (AT)22/21 +1 9 16 56.3

(AT)23/23 HPSI0614i-voce_1 (AT)23/24 +1 4 11 36.4

chr2_162801693 intron (AT)15/22 CB-epi-1-5 (AT)15/23 +1 8 18 44.4

(AT)24/24 HPSI0115i-iuad_2 (AT)24/25 +1 3 11 27.3

chr3_191830148 intergenic (AT)17/21 CB-epi-2-2-3 (AT)17/20 �1 4 11 36.4

(AT)16/21 HPSI0614i-uevq_4 (AT)16/20 �1 6 10 60.0

chr5_21021412 intergenic (AT)16/17 CB-epi-1-FF1 (AT)16/18 +1 13 20 65.0

(AT)16/16 HPSI0115i-iuad_2 (AT)16/18 +2 4 13 30.8

chr3_126908708 intergenic (AT)13/16 E-HDFa-4-2 (AT)13/15 �1 13 31 41.9

(AT)23/24 HPSI0614i-voce_1 (AT)23/25 +1 3 6 50.0

chr6_63000210 intergenic (GT)17/17 E-HDFa-4-2 (GT)17/18 +1 12 31 38.7

(GT)17/17 HPSI0614i-uevq_6 (GT)17/15 �2 12 23 52.2

chr14_46721941 intron (GT)23/20 E-HDFa-12-3 (GT)23/21 +1 13 24 54.2

(GT)20/22 HPSI0614i-voce_2 (GT)20/23 +1 11 28 39.3

chr18_23370619 intergenic (AGAT)12/13 E-HDFa-11-2 (AGAT)12/14 +1 12 24 50.0

(AGAT)15/15 HPSI0614i-voce_1 (AGAT)15/16 +1 6 19 31.6

chr1_183339353 intron (AC)28/32 R-HDFa-1-2 (AC)28/33 +1 13 22 59.1

(AC)30/28 HPSI0614i-uevq_6 (AC)30/27 �1 9 20 45.0

chr5_166111593 intergenic (AT)21/22 HPSI0115i-iuad_3 (AT)21/23 +1 4 14 28.6

(AT)22/19 HPSI0614i-voce_1 (AT)22/20 +1 11 17 64.7

a(Repeat unit), number of unit/number of units.
bBold shows mutant MS.
One of themost important findings of our present study is

that certainhuman iPSCs,whichwere createdusing erythro-

blasts expanded from human CB by means of an episomal

vector system, have fewer MS alterations. We recently re-

ported that this type of iPSC shows a lower frequency of

point mutations and InDels in non-repetitive regions (Araki

et al., 2020). In this report, a decrease in theMSalteration fre-

quency was observed in all 14 independent lines examined
2514 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 2503–2519 j October 12, 2021
that were generated from the 4 individuals, without excep-

tion. This included 5 lines established from one individual

and 3 lines from each of 3 individuals. In contrast, the other

human iPSCs, which were viral-transduction based, showed

more MS alterations, including 5 using episomal vector sys-

tem, 3 generatedwith a retrovirus system fromdermal fibro-

blasts, 2 using a Sendai virus system fromBJ cells, and 10 also

by Sendai virus from skin fibroblasts.



Table 3. Homopolymer regions, in which alterations occurred in multiple human iPSC clones

Chromosome_position Region
Parenta

wild/wild Mutant clonea wild/mutantb D

NGS data

Mutant
reads

Read
depth Frequency (%)

chr1_29769347 intron (A)19/19 CB-epi-1-FF1 (A)19/18 �1 10 15 66.7

(A)19/19 CB-epi-1-8 (A)19/20 +1 7 21 33.3

chr1_89867798 intron (T)17/17 SeV-BJ-2 (T)17/16 �1 15 30 50.0

(T)15/17 HPSI0714i-kute_4 (T)15/18 +1 10 30 33.3

chr1_191672724 intron (T)23/21 SeV-BJ-2 (T)23/22 +1 14 24 58.3

(T)21/21 R-HDFa-1-2 (T)21/22 +1 8 14 57.1

chr1_201082903 intron (A)25/25 HPSI0614i-uevq_6 (A)25/26 +1 5 20 25.0

(A)25/28 CB-epi-1-FF1 (A)25/27 �1 6 15 40.0

chr2_29939863 intron (A)23/23 E-HDFa-1-3 (A)23/22 �1 4 8 50.0

(A)23/23 CB-epi-2-3-7 (A)23/24 +1 7 17 41.2

chr2_34021849 intron (T)17/16 HPSI0714i-kute_5 (T)17/15 �1 20 32 62.5

(T)16/16 HPSI0115i-iuad_2 (T)16/15 �1 11 23 47.8

chr2_64657332 intergenic (T)18/21 SeV-BJ-3 (T)18/20 �1 9 22 40.9

(T)21/18 HPSI0714i-kute_4 (T)21/17 �1 13 33 39.4

chr2_80591682 intron (T)25/20 R-HDFa-1-12 (T)25/19 �1 15 21 71.4

(T)20/20 HPSI0614i-uevq_6 (T)20/19 �1 13 29 44.8

chr2_101110042 intron (T)18/18 HPSI0614i-uevq_4 (T)18/17 �1 13 25 52.0

(T)16/18 CB-epi-2-2-1 (T)16/17 �1 19 30 63.3

chr2_162369788 intergenic (T)24/24 R-HDFa-1-12 (T)24/23 �1 8 14 57.1

(T)24/24 CB-epi-2-2-1 (T)24/23 �1 9 18 50.0

chr3_768553 intron (A)16/16 HPSI0614i-voce_1 (A)16/15 �1 18 39 46.2

(A)16/16 HPSI0514i-letw_5 (A)16/15 �1 24 48 50.0

chr3_3924878 intergenic (T)20/20 HPSI0514i-letw_5 (T)20/19 �1 13 32 40.6

(T)20/20 HPSI0115i-iuad_3 (T)20/19 �1 24 35 68.6

chr3_12746169 intergenic (T)24/24 CB-epi-2-1-5 (T)24/23 �1 6 15 40.0

(T)24/24 CB-epi-1-5 (T)24/23 �1 7 16 43.8

chr3_66963504 intergenic (A)17/17 SeV-BJ-3 (A)17/16 �1 9 25 36.0

(A)17/17 E-HDFa-12-3 (A)17/16 �1 16 30 53.3

chr3_109103351 intergenic (T)24/20 HPSI0514i-letw_5 (T)24/19 �1 7 11 63.6

(T)20/24 E-HDFa-1-3 (T)20/23 �1 13 23 56.5

chr3_121475187 intergenic (T)25/25 R-HDFa-1-19 (T)25/24 �1 7 25 28.0

(T)25/25 HPSI0614i-voce_2 (T)25/26 +1 7 25 28.0

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3. Continued

Chromosome_position Region
Parenta

wild/wild Mutant clonea wild/mutantb D

NGS data

Mutant
reads

Read
depth Frequency (%)

chr3_127226236 intron (A)13/13 SeV-BJ-2 (A)13/12 �1 12 32 37.5

(A)13/12 E-HDFa-4-2 (A)13/11 �1 18 42 42.9

chr3_129394880 intron (A)25/25 CB-epi-2-2-1 (A)25/24 �1 15 27 55.6

(A)25/25 CB-epi-2-1-4 (A)25/24 �1 11 26 42.3

chr3_137373146 intergenic (T)16/16 R-HDFa-1-19 (T)16/15 �1 6 15 40.0

(T)16/16 E-HDFa-4-2 (T)16/15 �1 9 36 25.0

chr3_138059967 intergenic (T)19/19 R-HDFa-1-2 (T)19/18 �1 9 26 34.6

(T)19/21 HPSI0714i-kute_5 (T)19/20 �1 18 26 69.2

The hotspots detected in chr1-3. See Data S5B for other chromosomes.
a(Repeat unit), number of unit/number of units.
bBold shows mutant MS.
Thus, CB erythroblast-derived iPSCs, which are integra-

tion free, have a distinct advantage for possible future use

in regenerative medicine. However, the mechanisms un-

derlying this intriguing phenomenon remain elusive.

Two possible factors were considered to be behind the

lower number of alterations in these cells, i.e., the cell of

origin and the reprogramming procedure. To assess this

further, we attempted to generate integration-free iPSCs

from the human dermal fibroblast (HDF) fraction using

the episomal system identical to that employed for CB-

iPSCs. However, no colonies appeared despite three at-

tempts. We subsequently conducted a similar experiment

using another episomal system that is currently widely

used (Okita et al., 2011) (https://skip.stemcellinformatics.

org/), and succeeded in generating five integration-free

iPSC lines from the identical HDF fraction to that used

for retroviral-mediated iPSCs (Figures 3A and S4). Our re-

sults showed a clear difference in the alteration frequency

between the two types of integration-free iPSCs generated

using episomal vectors, i.e., HDF- and CB-derived vectors

(Figure 3B). Thus, although our results seem to suggest

that the alteration frequency largely depends on the

parental somatic cell, this conclusion would still be contro-

versial due to the fact that the episomal systemwe used this

time contained p53-dominant negatives in addition to the

defined factors. To date, p53 suppression during genome

reprogramming has been found to have little impact on

the genome stability of iPSCs (Rasmussen et al., 2014).

However, further analysis and appropriate comparisons

with an identical episomal system will be needed to make

a definitive conclusion on this issue.

It has not yet proved to be possible to directly distinguish

genome reprogramming-induced from culture-induced ge-
2516 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 2503–2519 j October 12, 2021
netic aberrations in iPSCs, and our present analyses could

not do so either. On the other hand, we made some obser-

vations related to this issue in our experiments. Inmice, the

number of InDels/MS alterations in ESCs is lower than that

in iPSCs or ntESCs (Figures 1A and 2B). Furthermore, it was

also shown in our present experiments that error-prone

STR sequences are clearly different between ESCs and re-

programmed PSCs (Figure S5B). Our findings of similarities

between iPSCs and ntESCs, but not between reprog-

rammed cells and ESCs in this regard, seem to indicate

that the InDels/MS alterations we detected are associated

with reprogramming.

The aforementioned analyses in the mouse cannot be

conducted in humans as the preparation of human ESCs

that are isogenic with iPSCs is not possible. Moreover, the

generation of human ntESCs is completely impossible.

Because of this, we attempted to investigate the age depen-

dency of the alterations instead, i.e., if the number of alter-

ations reflects the number of DNA replications, then an

age-dependent increase may be seen. We compared iPSCs

derived from individuals with ages ranging from 25 to 74

years but found no increase in the STR or homopolymer

frequency with increasing age (Figure S6). This suggested

that the detected alterations cannot be simply attributable

to a higher number of DNA replications in the parental so-

matic cells.

Taken together, our current observations indicate that,

although most of the InDels/STR alterations that we de-

tected seemed to be induced by reprogramming, this will

need to be validated in future studies. For that purpose,

further analysis that can distinguish between culture-

induced and genome reprogramming-induced variations

will be required (Nguyen et al., 2014).

https://skip.stemcellinformatics.org/
https://skip.stemcellinformatics.org/


EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell lines
Mouse cell lines used in this study were established fromC57BL/6J

mice (Japan SLC, Hamamatsu) for which WGS data, except those

from ESCs, and SNV analyses have been reported previously by

our laboratory (Araki et al., 2017, 2020; Sugiura et al., 2014). Our

mouse iPSC lines were established using single embryonic fibro-

blasts (MEF5) with four (Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc) or three

(Oct4, Sox2, and Klf4) factors delivered via a retroviral transduction

system (Araki et al., 2020). Nuclear transfer ESC lines were estab-

lished using also the same parent MEF5 or tail tip fibroblast 2

(TTF2) nuclei (Araki et al., 2017). ESC lines were established from

fertilization (natural mating) blastocysts (Sugiura et al., 2014).

For this InDel study, we additionally conducted WGS of ESCs

(Table S1).

With regard to the human cell lines used in the experiments, we

previously used an episomal vector to establish 14 human iPSC

lines from erythroblasts expanded from CB mononuclear cells,

and a retroviral vector to generate 3 human iPSC lines from dermal

fibroblasts from a single individual and performedWGS in all cases

(Figure 3A) (Araki et al., 2020).Wehere also established five human

iPSC lines from the dermal fibroblast fraction" with "dermal fibro-

blast fraction (FC-0024, Lifeline Cell Technology, Frederick, MD)

that had been used for the generation of the 3 lines of retrovirus-

mediated iPSCs by means of a Human iPS Cell Generation

Episomal Vector Mix (Takara Bio, Otsu, Japan) (Okita et al., 2011)

and three human iPSC lines from BJ fibroblasts (ATCC, CRL-

2522, newborn foreskin) using CytoTune-iPS2.0 Sendai viral vec-

tors (ID Pharma, Tokyo, Japan). PCR was carried out to assess the

genome integration-free status of iPSCs that had been newly estab-

lished with episomal vectors. The primer sequences were as fol-

lows: 50-TTC CAC GAG GGT AGT GAA CC-3ʹ and 5ʹ-TCG GGG

GTG TTA GAG ACA AC-3ʹ for oriP, 5ʹ-ATC GTC AAA GCT GCA

CAC AG-3ʹ and 5ʹ-CCC AGG AGT CCC AGT CA-3ʹ for EBNA1,

and 5ʹ-GGT TGG CCA ATC TAC TCC CAG G-3ʹ and 5ʹ-CAA CTT

CAT CCA CGT TCA CC-3ʹ for b-globin. We downloaded WGS

data from the HipSci collection for the 10 human iPSC lines in

this study that had been previously established from skin fibro-

blasts using Sendai viral vectors (http://www.hipsci.org/).

WGS
Genomic DNA was prepared from cells with DNeasy (QIAGEN,

Hilden, Germany) and then used for library construction with an

Illumina TruSeq DNA PCR-free library prep kit. Sequencing was

performed using HiSeq X sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA)

with 151-base, paired-end reads as described in our recent study

(Araki et al., 2020).

InDel analysis in mouse iPSCs/ntESCs
We conducted InDel analysis using the WGS reads for which reli-

ability was shown using SNV analyses in our previous studies

(Araki et al., 2017, 2020). The conditions used for mapping and

calling (CLC genomics workbench, CLC Bio, Aarhus, Denmark)

are shown in Figure S1B. To reduce the incidence of false positives,

any variants that were shared among other the PSC lines analyzed

in this studywere excluded. Visual (manual) inspection of the read
sequence alignments was performed for all InDel candidates. For

MS alteration analysis, we analyzed the candidates that were

removed at step 6 from among the InDel candidates identified in

non-repetitive sequences (Figure 2A). In the case of ESC analysis,

we first analyzed both the male and female parental genomes

because no reference genome with an identical genetic back-

ground to the ESCs was available. With such analysis, however,

there is a concern that the false-negative rate will increase, so we

therefore conducted additional analysis using only the paternal

genome as the reference and additionally removed any polymor-

phisms (step 4). Both sets of analyses elicited similar results.
Validation of InDel candidates by restriction enzyme

digestion and Sanger sequencing
The regions incorporating the InDel candidate were amplified by

PCR from genomic DNA; 5 ng of the amplified DNA was used for

restriction enzyme digestion and 10 ng for Sanger sequencing

with EX taq or Titanium Taq DNA polymerase (TAKARA BIO, Ku-

satsu, Japan). The PCR products were purified with MinElute

(QIAGEN). Primer sequences and PCR conditions are available

upon request. The iPSC lines in which the InDel was called were

investigated along with many negative controls (seven sister

iPSC lines, MEF5 parental somatic cells and ESCs). For Sanger

sequencing, ExoSAP-IT and the BigDye Terminator v.3.1 Cycle

Sequencing Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) were

employed.
MS alteration analysis in human iPSCs
We used the programHipSTR v.0.6.2 (Willems et al., 2017) to iden-

tify the alteration of MSs with the following filters: –max-str-len

500; –min-reads 80; –def-stutter-model (default). If two or more

mutant sequence reads were detected in any one of the negative

control cells, parent cells, or sister clones, the mutation was

excluded from our list of candidates. Additional conditions

for these analyses were as follows: depth R 6; variant read

count R 3; VAF R 20%; stutter noise < 15%.
Validation ofMS alteration candidates using amplicon

sequencing
The regions incorporating theMS instability candidatewere ampli-

fied by PCR from 10 ng (mouse) or 20 ng (human) of genomicDNA

using PrimeSTAR MAX DNA polymerase (TAKARA BIO). In addi-

tion to each iPSC line in which MS alteration was called by our

detection system, seven sister iPSC lines, their parental somatic

cells and ESCs for mouse, and four sister iPSC lines and their

parental somatic cells for human were examined as controls.

PCR products were mixed, followed by the purification via the

MinElute PCR Purification Kit (QAIGEN), and sequenced using a

NovaSeq 6000 or HiSeq X (Illumina). Primer sequences and PCR

conditions are available upon request.
Data and code availability
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